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So here I am, and here I will be for another month; my flight scheduled for the 17th 

of May, as I pretty much knew, has been postponed to mid-June (likely). I’ve come 

to terms with it now, but I of course had to deal with some technicalities as 

repercussions of it, like where I’ll stay, how I’ll move, where I’ll store everything, 

etc. For the most part it’s been solved, all thanks be to Allah, as the knots I find 

myself in often untangle themselves; I talk about it a lot, but almost all my previous 

experiences affirm my faith in infinite causality, even in an ever-expanding, eclectic 

universe whose scale reduces us to less than a speck of dust, we remain an 

inseparable part of it, and for that reason I know it’ll be okay once the dust settles. 

Thankfully, with the help of my amazing Egyptian friends, I’ve planned exactly how 

to store everything, and with another lucky gift of fate, I have more than enough 

options to choose from in terms of where to stay once the semester is officially over.  

But that wasn’t the only important thing today, I was thinking of something much 

more intense, much more precise. My relationship with my parents is far, far from a 

typical one, it is special in every one of its characteristics, from the way we perceive 

our relation, the way we communicate, the way we express love, everything. I 

wouldn’t believe that a single soul in the world is more understanding, caring, and 

loving as my mom, nor do I doubt that nobody in the world has such a firm grasp of 

my humor, thinking, and general conduct as my dad, but more importantly, they’re 

both genuinely my friends. Throughout this entire process the support has come in 

horizontal form, not a vertical form of authority descending its support to me, but as 

partners supporting me emotionally, mentally, spiritually, and every other available 

form within their reach. I cannot express my gratefulness in any form that 

encapsulates its true magnitude, nor even do I think a certain concrete emotion can 

convey it, even the world of the ether fails me here. 

 Parenthood is an incredible, incredible phenomena, and I hope I am half the parent 

they are to my future child, if the world allows me to have one without the looming 

worry of impending apocalypse, I would be confident that no matter what encounters 

us in the rickety, often precarious path of life, they will be safe, confident, and most 

importantly, happy, as happy as they can be. 


